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FIRST NORTH: NEW SHARE FOR TRADING, EIRIKUVA DIGITAL IMAGE OYJ ABP 
 
In the recent share issue of Eirikuva Digital Image Oyj Abp 9.10.-16.11.2007 all shares were 
subscribed. At the request of Eirikuva Digital Image Oyj Abp, Eirikuva Digital Image Oyj Abp 
shares will be traded on First North as from December 3, 2007 presuming that the final 
information on the execution of the offering will be delivered to First North. 
 
The official Prospectus of Eirikuva issue (Eirikuva prospect and its unofficial translation into 
Finnish), the Interim report 1.7.-30.9.2007 and other information about the company have 
been published at website of the company www.eirikuva.fi. 
 
The board of the company estimates in the Interim report 1.7.-30.9.2007, that financial 
resources are sufficient after the issue for operations and development in the coming year. 
 
Reference to Interim report 24.10.2007: 
 
Forecast 
 
Eirikuva believes that markets for special products will continue to grow in 2008. Eirikuva will 
maintain its focus on improving its service concept, with key priorities including the kiosk 
concept; new value-added products; and easy-to-use, consumer-friendly photo-ordering 
software.  
 
Proceeds from the planned share issue (1,2 million €) will be invested, as specified in the 
strategy, in developing the kiosk concept, launching new products, and promoting global 
growth efforts. As a result, the Board of Directors expects the company be profitable in 
2008–2009. The Board also estimates, with the 1,2 million € issue, that its funds are 
sufficient to continue and develop the company’s operations in the coming year. 
 
 
The Auditor of Eirikuva Digital Image Oyj Abp Erkki Manner (KHT) has reviewed the 
Company’s forecast and given a statement regarding the assumptions in the Forecast 
for years 2008-2009 given by the company. The auditors statement can be found at Eirikuva 
Digital Image Oyj Abp’s website www.eirikuva.fi. 
 
Privanet Pankkiiriliike Oy will act as the Certified Adviser for Eirikuva Digital Image Oyj Abp 
concerning the OMX First North Finland market place. Contact person Mr. Tuomas Siltala 
tel. +358 9 6877 1714, mobile +358 50 560 3878. 
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More information: 
Merja Ailama-Mäkitalo 
Managing Director 
tel. +358 40 545 3357 


